
WYLIE VILLAGE & THEREABOUTS.

7.1m. Park at SU 0025 3767 near access point to A303 west of Wylie.

Leave parking spot and cross to path opposite at  SU 004376, Cross railway and walk SW at first but loop left to walk SE then 
S on Wylie Cow Down Bottom. After about 1m reach Wylie Down buildings at ST 997353. Stop here for coffee and then walk 
WSW to ST 995352 where turn left. Walk SSW to ST 9940 3483 where turn right on to Monarch's Way. Continue WNW then 
SW to reach a road at ST 9803 3467. Turn right to head NE and after about 1m reach ST 9853 3600 adjacent to the A303. Turn 
right on to a road parallel to the highway (marked as FP on the OS map) and walk NE for 500m to ST 9926 3660 where the 
surfaced track goes under the A303. Continue west uphill to a pig farm at ST 9904 3665 where you turn right to head NNE on 
a gravelled track. Cross the railway line at ST 9930 3784 and continue to a minor road at ST 993380. (The cars are now about  
½ mile away on the road to the right.)

Turn right for 100m and take the BW on the left. Continue NNE to ST 9965 3845 where the path bears right. Continue, more 
or less east, to SU 00053854 where there are steps in front leading uphill to a church. Climb up to visit the church. Continue 
through the churchyard and, at road, turn sharply right to head west. After 100m or so take path left at SU 0100 3848. Walk SE 
alongside the river Wylie and continue under the A303 Road Bridge at SU 006380. Continue on the riverbank to a road at SU 
0076 3787. Turn right and pass the Bell Inn at SU 0077 3775. Then follow road S at first then west to reach cars.

Ron Moore 29/9/00 Led by Gordon N. on 26/9/00.
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